This paper illustrates a new mechanism to determine the coordinates of the sensors using a beacon node and determines the definitive error associated with it. In UWSNs (underwater wireless sensor networks), actual and precise location of the deployed sensors which accumulate data is vital, because the accumulated data without the location information has less significance. Moreover it has limited value in the domain of location based services. In UWSN, trilateration or multilateration is exploited to assess the location of the deployed hosts; having three or more reference nodes to localize a deployed sensor is not pragmatic at all. On the other hand, nonlinear equations are usually solved in conventional method where degree-of-freedom is uncertain to lead to an exclusive solution. In this paper, associated localization inaccuracies has been shown for a unique configuration where a single beacon is used to determine the coordinates of three deployed sensors simultaneously. Cayley-Menger determinant is used for the configuration and system of nonlinear distance equations have been linearized for better accuracy and convergence. Simulations with Euclidean distances validate the propounded model and reflect the acquired accuracies in sensors' coordinates and bearings. Moreover, an experiment has been conducted with ultrasonic sensors in terrestrial environments to validate the proposed model; the associated inaccuracies were found to be generated from the distance measurement errors; on the other hand, considering Euclidean distances proves the model to be precise and accurate.
I. INTRODUCTION
Localization has become very prominent to provide location oriented services in terrestrial environment as well as in underwater. There are many underwater domains where localization of the submerged sensors and devices sometimes become crucial. Among them data collection for the sustenance of marine biome, finding lost objects, estuary monitoring and autonomous underwater vehicles control for military or research purposes are very common. These sorts of marine exploration are not only for the profusion of wealth the ocean has, it is also very vital for geological research to detect the movement of tectonic plates [1] . Some of these objectives require accurate localization for meaningful interpretation sensed data [2] . Erroneous localization is quite common; the degree of error in coordinates of the devices plays a vital role in comprehension of the problem and to provide solutions.
Location oriented services are become popular nowadays; to meet the demand, a plethora of methods have been proposed. These methods can be categorized as range-based and range-free schemes. Range based mainly depends on the distances between nodes, whereas range-free deals with profiling of the environment. Between these methods, accuracy of range based scheme is higher than that of range-free. In addition to that, former can be applied to a dynamic ever changing environment; whereas later performs well if environment is static. Generally multiple reference nodes are used for underwater localization; however, having one or many reference node is quite impractical. In this research paper, we have propounded a model that consists of single mobile beacon (boat/buoy) and at least three deployed sensorsa very realistic situation and typical configuration as depicted in Fig.  1 . Moreover, acoustic signal is used for measuring inter node distances. In underwater wireless sensor networks, acoustic signals propagation and channels are naturally employed for distance measurements in contrast to radio signals [1, 3] .
Having no preinstalled infrastructure in a dynamic configuration that can occur anytime is obvious. Hence, the proposed model kept in mind the natural occurrence and pragmatic nature of solutions. The model uses Cayley-Menger determinant and linearization of non-linear system of equations. Among few assumptions, surfing boat's plane and the deployed sensors' plane are in parallel state, which is sometimes the case in a water tank. Besides, voluntary and/or uncontrolled mobility of the nodes and in-situ measurement of speed of acoustic signals are kept for future exploration. This paper covers a simulation as well as hardware experiment in terrestrial environment. The results suggest negligible errors if true Euclidean distances are considered between beacon and deployed nodes. Positional errors found to be in 10 -12 to 10 -14 m range for a 150m water column. If Gaussian error is added, the positional errors still remain within acceptable range for a sensor with a size of 0.25-0.5m in length. It is conspicuous that distances between devices are the controlling factor for pin pointing the nodes. These negligible errors in simulations and experiments validate the proposed model.
The organization of the remaining paper is as follows. Section II focuses on acoustic signals propagation and distance measurement algorithm. Section III explains the proposed mathematical model; simulation, experimental results and analysis are elaborated in Sections IV, V and VI, respectively. Section VII states related works with associated constraints and finally conclusions in Section VIII.
II. FLIGHT TIME OF ACOUSTIC SIGNALS
To determine the distances between beacon and deployed sensors, average speed of underwater acoustic signal is generally accepted to be 1500m/s. Propagation of radio signals has limitations; acoustic signals travel much slower than radio signal; on the contrary, acoustic's propagation distance is much higher than that of radio in underwater. Nowadays, researchers shown a fervent interest in using radio underwater; in line of such a drive, we tend to use each of its merit. In hardware experiment in terrestrial, electrical signals has been used instead of radio; in the distance measurement method, we propose radio to be used for synchronization and acoustic for signal transfer.
A. Assumptions:
 Radio and acoustic signals can be generated simultaneously by the beacon node.
 Sensor nodes are stationary; beacon and sensor nodes are in parallel plane state.
Steps:
Radio and acoustic signals are generated simultaneous by beacon 
: time beacon gets once sensors send with individual ID using radio signals Eventually the distances between the beacon and sensors are computed by:
(here, v is average speed of acoustic signals for the water column).
III. COORDINATES DETERMINATION

B. Coordinates of the Sensors(Origing at the Sensor)
The prime intention of localization process is to determine positions and bearing accurately with the use of gathered distances between beacon and deployed sensors. Distances are the only values available; traditionally it is assessed as a problem of optimization where objective functions that require minimization have residuals of distance equations. Typically in principle, number of equations should be at least equal to the number of unknown variables in the system. This concept known as degree-of-freedom may not guarantee a unique solution for a non-linear system of equations. Conventionally, multilateration is applied in solving this sort of non-linear system i.e. to determine locations or coordinates, in partial or full. In [4] , Guevara et al. showed that initial condition is vital for the convergence of optimization algorithms; where they linearized the nonlinear equations and bypassed associated convergence problem. Fig. 1 as well as volume of tetrahedron t V which is formed by surfaced beacon and underwater sensors are unknown. Depending on the local positioning system configuration depicted in Fig. 1 , we determine the equations that include all known and unknown distances. So, Cayley-Menger determinant is used to determine the volume of tetrahedron t V as follows:
By separating known variables from unknown, we get: X Y Z S1(0,0,0)
So, we get: 
Equation (2) has six unknowns, which matches with the linear form of
As there are six unknowns, to solve we have taken six measurements. The measurements can be taken following aforesaid procedure by steering the beacon node 9 .... 5 , 4 ,  j S j to different area of the water surface. These six measurements can be taken at the vicinity of , 4 S it is worth mentioning that the deployed underwater sensors are considered to be static at the time of measuring distances. By omitting references to the variables we get an array of all coefficients recognized as augmented matrix, where first row of the array represents the first linear equation and so on as b AX  form. So, system of linear equations can be expressed as following: S are considered to be  , 3 3 y x respectively; so, the inter sensor distances can be stated with respect to coordinates of the sensors are as follows: Here 12 d , 13 d and 23 d are computed distances. Coordinates of the sensors for the proposed problem domain are illustrated in Table I as follows.
C. Coordinates of the Sensors (origing at the beacon)
So far we calculated the coordinates of the sensors with respect to 1 S which was considered to be the origin of the system. To find with respect to beacon, following steps need to be followed.
By incorporating depth sensor with the deployed nodes, the depth h in Fig. 1 can be measured as depicted in [5] . After measuring the vertical distance h in between the beacon node . To find 4 x and 4 y , we can apply trilateration in the following manner assuming the distances between 3 where all the elements are known. By linear transformation, the origin (one of the sensor's coordinates) of the Cartesian system has been transferred to coordinates of the beacon; found sensors' coordinates with respect to beacon 4 S are depicted as in Table II . 
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
A simulation environment is created in Matlab for the aforesaid problem domain taking a sensor as the beacon (boat/buoy) and three sensors. The depth of the problem domain is considered for a 150m water column. The complexity of the simulated environment is discussed as well as positional errors for sensors have been elaborated in Table  III . In [6] , coordinates of the sensors with respect to beacon has been shown. With the simulated environment, it is possible to determine 3D coordinates of the sensors with bearing information; as the beacon is at the surface of the water, the coordinates could be known by GPS.
To validate the proposed model, three sensors are placed in random fashion on the XY plane and beacon, which is mobile is kept above XY plane. As the positions are random, one of the sensors is considered as the origin of the Cartesian system; the other sensors are on the y-axis and on any point of XY plane respectively. The model suggests that the beacon should be steered in six different locations to measure distances between the sensor above and the sensors on the XY plane. However, the sensors on the XY plane are considered to be static while the sensor (beacon) steers in six different locations. To verify the proposed mathematical model, at first true Euclidean distances were considered; afterward Gaussian errors in the distances added.
The orientations of the mobile beacon and its effects have been explored in [7] ; straight line, circular line and angular Archimedean spirals of different radius (5-50m) are among them. Archimedean arc lengths of spirals of different radius are calculated according to (6) and (7) .
Here, r and θ are distance from origin and span from a to b respectfully.
We have found that true Euclidean distances between beacon and deployed sensors produce negligible errors. For a 150 m water column, positional errors remain within 10 -12 to 10 -14 m range, so we can conclude that for a sensor that has radius in meters, this negligible error validates the proposed mathematical model. The accuracy of the coordinates are denoted in Table III . It is worth noting that these errors in nanometre range produced from the linearization process of non-linear equations. It also illustrates that the beacon's orientation can be in any form other than straight movement; straight line mobility generates singular matrix. Moreover, span of the sensor mobile trajectory has no effect on coordinates. However, if the distance measurements are taken in close proximity, then generated errors can be kept minimal. 
A. Description of the Setup
The problem domain suggests that at least three sensors need to be deployed underwater and a single beacon would remain on the surface of the water. Usually sensors are deployed in various numbers underwater to accumulate data; the number can range from a few to many. Among various methods, in our experiment flight time of the signals is considered to measure distances between beacon and deployed sensors as in [8] . We also assume that the experimental water column is considered to be homogeneous; though temperature, salinity and pressure (depth) affects the speed of acoustic signals. Most of the papers consider 1500m/s to be the speed of acoustic signals underwater; however, speed measurement of acoustic signal is not covered in this paper. Besides, signals propagation in this adverse environment and various other factors left unaddressed.
The experiment requires us to take multiple measurements according to the proposed model; we have also considered the plane i.e. the plane where beacon surfs and the plane of sensors to be in parallel state. However, non-parallel state scenario has not been considered in this paper. Besides, for simplicity, we considered the deployed sensors would be in static state while taking six measurements. The mobility of the sensors we tend to address in future. Fig. 1 illustrates a solvable configuration of the experiment in line of proposed model.
B. Devices and Setup
The experiment has been performed with an Arduino board connected to four HC-SR04 ultrasonic sonic sensors as in Fig. 2 and 3 . Ultrasonic sensors are mainly used to determine distances with bouncing technique; which is, generated signal bounces back from the nearest obstacles that are positioned in front of the sensor. If the object's position is placed in angular fashion, i.e., is positioned not right in front of the sensor, HC-SR04 sensor will not be able to receive the bounced back signals. In this experiment we have customized the sensors as such that it does not measure the distance with bouncing signal, whereas the table top sensors detect the presence of signal that has been generated by the beacon sensor at the ceiling.
C. Experimental Results
The experiment has been conducted in two different orientations; four tests have been performed in each scenario as in Fig. 4 and 5. For each scenario positional errors are shown in Tables IV and V. For the scenario 1, we can see that keeping the origin at the S 1 , positional error for S 2 and S 3 are within 0.2 to 4cm range. Accuracy in distance measurements with the ultrasonic sensor generates accurate positional error: 0.17cm, whereas in extreme case it is 3.85cm.
For the scenario 2, we can see that keeping the origin at the S 1 , positional error for S 2 and S 3 are within 0.5 to 6cm range. Accuracy in distance measurements with the ultrasonic sensor generates accurate positional error: 0.47cm, whereas in extreme case it is 5.90cm. 
VI. ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSIONS
Pragmatic approach of this method is having a single beacon at the water surface and sensors underwater. Having a boat or buoy in the time of crisis is natural than having multiples. Besides, this method won't require any preinstalled reference points; but still it can determine the coordinates of the sensors dynamically with negligible error. The proposed model is validated by considering true Euclidean distances; later on Gaussian error has been added to acquired distances. By taking true Euclidean distances, it has been shown that accuracy of distance determination would generate accuracy in coordinates.
The acquired result has been reinforced by experimenting three ultrasonic sensors on the table top and a beacon above those emulating the configuration as depicted earlier. Flight time i.e. the propagation time of acoustic signals is used to calculate the distances between beacon and underneath sensors. This way of measuring distance helps us to avoid multipath fading affect present in RSSI. It also shows that it is possible to calculate the distances between sensors as the pulses travel the shortest Euclidean distance. Fig. 6 shows the intended distance to be measured and acquired distances are considered to calculate coordinates of the sensors in Matlab. 
A. Internode Distances from Acoustic Signals' Flight Time
Ultrasonic sensor at the top generates TTL impulses in 40 KHz frequency and 3 sensors at the bottom receive the pulses and record the time. Speed of acoustic signal in normal environment in terrestrial is considered 340m/s i.e. it takes 29μs to travel 1cm of distance; by measuring the flight time of the acoustic signal it then calculates the distance between the beacon and the sensors. It is worth noting that clocks of all the sensors including the beacon at the top are synchronized as it is connected to the same Arduino board; besides the pulse generation time and a sample of generated impulse by the beacon is made available to the sensors to determine the signals' arrival time as soon as it travel the shortest Euclidean distance.
B. Problems and Challenges Encountered in Experiments
Mathematical model has been validated in simulated environment concluding the accuracy of the distance measurements are the limiting factor of the precise coordinates determination. Different scenario has been chosen for the experiment and each scenario is tested multiple times. In each Calculated Coordinates: S1: (0,0,0) S1: (0,0,0) S2: ( Calculated Coordinates: S1: (0,0,0) S1: (0,0,0) S2: (0,20.73,0) S2: ( S1: (0,0,0) S1: (0,0,0) S2: (0,24.53,0) S2: (0,27.11,0) S3: (34.33,12.63,0) S3: (37.85,15.17,0) www.ijacsa.thesai.org test we needed to read the distances six times from different positions of the beacon. While reading the values time to time some readings were such that it does not comply with the real distance, and eventually did not converge in Matlab. In those cases we had to go for another test that ultimately converges. In each reading the measured distances for S 1 , S 2 and S 3 have to be consistent.
The off the shelf sensors has 12 0 sentry angle which limits the beacon's movement span. Within this sentry angle, acquired positional errors are in the range of 0.5-6cm. Having an acoustic sensor with 4.5x1.5x1.5cm in size, this range of error is within acceptable range. In simulation, Cartesian coordinates has been used and one of the sensor is placed at the origin. The 150m water column has not been emulated in Matlab as distances between beacon and sensors are determined by considering flight time and its average speed. Besides, multipaths fading due to obstruction are left unaddressed in this paper. The simulation results also suggest that beacon's movement has limited effect on coordinates of the sensor. We have shown that angular and circular movement do not affect localization method except moving the beacon in straight line which leads to unsolvable singular matrix. In practice, moving in a very straight line is rare where current is present. In the method, expanded Cayley-Menger determinant is used calculate the volume of tetrahedron and derived equations are non-linear. Besides, due to six unknown variables, six individual measurements were necessary to solve linearized system of equations.
VII. RELATED WORKS
There are many localization algorithms where known values of few sensors are usually used to determine their positions, among them distances between sensor in time interval and bearing of any moment are common. Localization in terrestrial is popular field of research due to the demand of location oriented services. However, techniques that are used in terrestrial sometime may not be used in UWSNs due to different characteristics and heterogeneous nature of underwater world. Guevara et al. proposed a closed-form method where positions of nodes are not required to localize multiple static reference nodes in [4] ; distances between mobile nodes and static reference nodes are sufficient for the proposed method. Recently, the preciseness of the model with Euclidean distances between beacon and sensors has been elaborated in [6] . The paper showed that the produced negligible errors were due to linearization process of the method. Moreover, the effect of Gaussian noise in distance measurements and its implication on coordinates and bearing have been shown in [7] .
Signals propagation model for this type of heterogeneous environment is quite different than that of terrestrial environment; Chandrasekhar et al. explored and showed signal propagation difficulties and limitations in UWSNs in [9] . Among the plethora of proposed localization algorithms, few have shown the merit to be explored. In [10] , three dimensional Euclidean distance estimation has been proposed; where a specific number of submerged nodes are required to measure internode distances. Besides, generated error in distance measurement propagates through the system due to its recursive behaviour. On the other hand, proposed method in [11] requires mobile sensors to communicate with moored nodes (buoys) for detecting its location. Besides, 3D positioning system in [12] requires four separate positions to determine the coordinates of the beacon. The major limitation of these methods are static inherently, dynamicity of localization is absent. Node requires to be moored to the waterbed in advance, which is cumbersome as well as possess inconveniences.
Duff and Muller delineates incorporates nonlinear least square method in their model to solve the system of multilateration equations in [13] . In the proposed model, authors have focused on the necessity of multiple equations that is gathered from different locations of the nodesa criterion of degree-of-freedom analysis of system of linear equations. The proposed model has been validated in [14] by incorporating of Kalman filter with many folds. However, the complexity and inherent nature of degree-of-freedom have been shown in [15] , which showed that it does not guarantee a unique solution for nonlinear system, such as trilateration. Trilateration or multilateration may not be solved when only parameter available is distances between nodes. Moreover, the prerequisites to have initial configuration of nodes have been justified with rigidity theory as well.
This paper focuses on the method of determining coordinates and bearing of submerged sensors and associated inaccuracies; a pragmatic method has been proposed where a single mobile node will be used to localize deployed submerged sensors. Having a single beacon without any preinstalled reference points is dynamic by nature. Recently, localization of submerged nodes with a single beacon has been illustrated in [16] for non-parallel state situation, i.e. the plane where the beacon surfs and the plane where three of the submerged sensors are deployed are not parallel. The paper also showed that it is the distance between beacon and nodes which affects the model, not the state of the planes.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
Steadfast positioning is indispensable in various applications and services due to safety and research. Location oriented services are the demand of time regardless of terrestrial or underwater environment for conveniences. Among the plethora of localization models, this paper illustrates associated inaccuracies in the proposed mathematical model to determine coordinates and bearings of sensors with a single beacon (node) in real time considering the environment. The practical orientation of the proposed domain and the aforesaid model has been validated with simulation results having negligible errors. This paper showed the practicality of having a single boat/buoy (beacon) at the water surface while localizing deployed nodes instead of three or more beacons.
Simulation results showed negligible errors in coordinates of the nodes while Euclidean distances were considered. It also delineates the produces errors are due to erroneous distance determination between beacon and nodes. The accuracy of the distance measurements lead to pin pointing the nodes. Moreover, beacon's mobility and span has limited or almost no effect on coordinates. Experimental results performed in terrestrial environment also suggest that the inter node www.ijacsa.thesai.org distances can be measured by calculating the flight time of acoustic signals with the help of electrical signal for clock synchronization. As acoustic signal is affected by environmental constraints; inaccuracies in distance determinations were due to signals propagations and signal processing limitation of the ultrasonic sensors. Eventually coordinates of the sensors can be determined with a single beacon following proposed model with inevitable error due to inaccuracies in distance determinations.
In future, we intend to address voluntary mobility of the autonomous underwater vehicles and involuntary mobility of the freely deployed sensors due to currents in the proposed model.
